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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

The  MOU   is  between  V3  Data  Solution,   Located   at  4th   floor,  above
Dev  Datt  Medical,  Near  Shivaji  Chowk  Lohgaon  ,  Pune  -411047  and
Dhole  Patil  college  of    Engineering    &    Management    located    Near
EON IT Park Kharadi,  Dhole Patil College Road, Wagholi,  Pune-412207.

The  above  stated   collaboration   has  a   5   year  goal  of  grooming  the
students   of   the   college   to   match   global   standards   in   terms   of
technological          research,          innovation,          patents         formulation,
entrepreneurship  and  job  opportunities.  Together we  aim  to  motivate
and  groom  our students to drive ourmission.

OE»ECTIVES OF THE MOU:

1.    Bridge  the  gap  between  industry  and  academics  by  training
students  in  industrial  approach  and technologies.

2.    Train and  motivate  students to  learn  to  ideate  and  implement
their own  ideas that solve social  and  industrialproblems.

3.    Bringing    holistic    thinking    in    students.    (N
make'',   but  ``what  to   make,   why   is   it

\\how   to

existing
alternatives'').

4.   Train  students  in  entrepreneurship  through  college  EDC  and
V3   Data   Solution's   Incubation   Center.   We  aim   to   do   initial
mentorship and  funding  the  best teams and ideas.

5.    Enable   students   to   participate   and   bag   laurels   at   National
and  International  level Conferences/Seminars/Contests.

6.    Increase   employability   by   developing   technical,   attitudinal
and  soft skills  in thestudents.

7.    Recruiting    best   technical   students   from   the   college    (not
based  on  academic criteria),

8.   Conducting  workshops  in  the  latest  technologies  by  industry
experts.

9.    Encourage    cross-functional    learning    by    facilitating    multi-
disciplinary  pro].ects.

10,  Establish  connect  with  every  student  in  the  college  and  have
a   constant   conversation   with   them   to   motivate   them   to
become   best   engineers   possible.   We   plan   to   interact   with
students  through   weekly  e-mailers,   videos,   articles,   online
forums, etc.

11.  Forming   international   communities   of  engineering   students
based  on their sub].ects of interest.

12.  Top students  to  be  given  a .chance  to  visit  and  get  mentored
by  premier institutes  like IIT-Bombay.

13.  Technical Guidance for Lab  Developments & Setups.
14.  Facilitate     joint-research      using      company's     and     college

premises.



15.  Provide  research  proj ects to teaching faculties to enhance
quality  of education.

16.Collaborating           to    make    ``V3     Innofest'',    the    ambitious
international technical festival  a  grand success.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS=

1.    RELATIONSHIP :

1.1  MOU  is the  collaboration  between  two  parties for  mutual  benefit
and  to  enrich  India  through innovation.

12  There  is  no  financial  obligation  on  either  party  to  get  under the
agreement.

1.3  MOU  stands valid  for five years from  the date of agreement. The
collaboration  can  be  terminated  from  either  side  with  a  notice
period  of one month.

1.4  Both  parties shall work in  synchronism to ensure the  successful
completion  of collaboration.

1.5  Both  the  parties  shall  provide  adequate  facilities  to  the students
undergoing  training  with  mutual understanding.

1.6  The  income  generated  as the  result of our collaboration  shall   be
split as  per mutual  agreement.

2    OBLIGATIONS:

2.1  There shall  be  no obligation  on  any  party to compensate the
other in any manner or to make any claim.

2.2  Each  party shall  meet the expenses as mutually agreed.
2.3  Each  party shall  respect the others' intellectual  property (I.P.).
2.4  Both      parties      shall      maintain      confidentiality       about      any

information.

1    LIMITATIONS:

3.1  Each  party  represents that they  have full  power and  authority to
enter  into  this MOU.

3.2  Each  party shall ensure to work together with  maturity.

4    CONDITIONS=

4.1  Both  parties will  designate a  representative who will  be the

primary  point of contact.
42  Unless and  until the  parties agree there shall  be  no  public

announcement.  Agreement has to be in the form  of written
approvall

4.3Any dispute  under this  MOU  will  be  settled  at  Pune  HQ through
arbitration  if necessary.



In written,  where of both  parties put their hard seal  on the day,
month  and  year herein  mentioned.
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PLACE:  Pune

NAME:

Rahul       Mahale
&

Dinesh Chavan
DESIGNATION:  Managing
Director's

ADDRESS=
V3  Data  Solution,  4th Floor,
Above dev datta  Medical  ,  near
Shivaji  chowk,  Lohgaon,
Pune  -411047

SIGNATURE

SEAL
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PLACE:  Pune

NAME:

Prof, Shrikant Dhamdhere
DESIGNATION:  HOD  (Computer
Department)

SIGNATURE:

NAME=Prof. Chaitanya Mankar

DESIGNATION:  Asst.  Prof
(Computer Depa

SIGNATURE:

NAME:  Dr.  Nihar Walimbe
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